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paraally tmp~emented, and will be used to illusla'ate the prinQples ot
the technique in the following discussion.

Abstract. Knowledge-Based Report Generation is a technique
for automatically generating natural language summaries h-ore databases. It is so named because it applies the tools of imowledgebased expert systems design to the problem of text generation. The
technique is currently being applied to the design of an automatic
natural language stock report generator. Examples drawn from the
implementation of the stock report generator are used to describe
the components of a knowledge-based report generator.
Keywords. Natural Language Processing, Text Gen~ation,
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Ns~ural I.angusge Repm't Cm~erstlm Proldems
Civen the task of composing an accurate, interesting and
fluent summary of the data in a database, a perum, or a system,
must solve two proble~ns: he must determine what to say and he
must decide how to say it. Neith~ problem is trivial. A virtual
infinity of facts can be inferred from the nmnea'ic data, but not all
of them are interesting, nor would a random sample of thema constitute an informative summary. Furtherm~e, the recitation of a
series of simple facts would not satisfy the prindples of rhetoric
which govern fluent, mature text generaton.
In determining what to say, for exm-aple, it will not do for a
stock report generator to say simply:

Databases and Natural Langlmge Summaries
Among the growing n u m b ~ of machine-readable databases
available for cmWmter processing are periodic numeric databases.
Examples of such databases include the I)mv Jones stock quotes
database, which contains half hourly quotes of over 1200 stocks on
the New York Stock Exchange, the U. S. Weather Service meteorological database, which contains hourly weather statistics for over
fifty weath~ stations throughout the country, a variety of statistics
databases maintained by U. S. agencies such as the I ~ a r m a m t of
Commerce, the Bureau of Labor and Unemployment, and the
Deparlmant of Energy, and thousands of corporate databases contaiuing inventory data, sales data, and equipment and fadlities
tracking data, maintained by large and small businesses.
"Pne data in each of these ~ - r ~ d a b l e
databases is processed by computex for a variety of applieafi0m, such as sorting by
category, compiling totals and other statistics, and charting figures
to indicate trends. The same data is also processed manually for at
least one application, that of composing natural language reports
that summarize and highlight ixints of interest in the data. Natural
language reports are generated manually because computers do not
yet have the ability to compose f l u ~ t English text. Whether a
conaput~ can be programmed to compose a natural language summary report from a database is the subject of this research.

Dan Rive~ was up 3.25 to 26.
DataPoint was down .5 to 13.
I)ataG-enoral was down 1.75 to 12.25.

Instead, a summary should consist of statements such a s :

Evan brisk trading in IBM and AT&T stock was unable
to sumulate the Dow Jones av~age of 30 indastrials
which fell 3.82 ix~ints to 801.57.

Cene~atng statements such as the one above requires some
specific knowledge about the domain of discourse, in this ease, the
world of the stock market. In general, a summary writer must have
the knowledge needed to ftlte~ out trivial f ~ t s and to recognize
interesting ix~ints, prims of comparisons, and trends. In perticular,
the writer of the statement above had to know that both IBM and
AT&T stocks figure in the calculaton of the Dow Jones average of
30 industrials.
Deciding how to ~press messages requires linguistic
knowledge, including syntactic, g r ~ t i c a l ,
and rhetoric skills.
1"he same messages might be expressed awkwardly in five monot~

The technique for designing a computer program to generate
fluent natural language reports fi-orn databases is referred to as
Knowledge-Based Report Cameradon because it is based on the
prindple that in order for a system to generate intelligent fluent
text, it must incorporate a variety of types of knowledge, including
domain specific semantic, linguistic, and rhetoric knowledge. The
first application of the technique, a system for automatically generating natural language stock reports from daily stock quotes, is

not~

The stock market closed lower. Many issues were
down. Energy stocks were most active. Enorgy stocks
were down. Trading was heavy.
or gracefully in one flowing santence:
Energy stocks bore the brunt of the sdlin 8 pressure yesterday as the stock market suffered a broad setback in
heavy trachng.
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Some of the linguistic knowledge required to generate flmmt
text is easily specified. For ~ample, syntactic and grammatical
rules governing such things as number agreemmt between subject
and vorb and pronoun case usage can be stated as formal principles.
But the knowledge of rhetoric that is drawn ~
to generate prose
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But the knowledge of rhetoric that is drawn upon to generate prose
that is dear, economical, varied, effective, and coherent is often
difficult to make explicit. Teachea's of rhetoric still rely on lumristies and examples to impart this form of linguistic knowledge to students.
Related Research: Text Gea~atloa a ~ l

Because it is dear that a natural language report generator
must make use of much semantic and linguistic knowledge for the
domain of its discourse, it is only natural to turn to research in
knowledge-based expert s~tems to look for tedmiques for
knowledge representation. In fact, knowledge-based expert systems
do provide degant tools for knowledge representation in the form
of production system languages. In production system languages,
domain-specific knowledge is represented in small knowledge pack¢ts called produc~on rules. A production ru]e is really a miniature
program in the form of a pattea'n-acfion dement. It tells the o0rnputer, "if you see a certain pattern in the data, take the following
action". An expert system is a set of anywhere from tens to hundreds of these pattern-action rules, cx knowledge packets, that
attempt to represem an expert's knowledge in a im.,'ficular domain.
For e~araple, expert systems have been designed to diagnose
diseases, 7 to predict locations of mineral deposits, 8 to configure
¢ompute~ hardware components, 9 and to configure computer processors on VLSI chips. 1° For an overview of knowledge-based expert
systems, see Kowalski 11 or Duda and C,e s d ~ g . 12

KnewJed~-BmedExpert

sya~s
Knowledge-based report Be=aeration lies at the intersection of
two 8teas of research: teat generation research and knowledgebased expert systems research. Text g~eration research is a relatively new area of interest within the fidd of natural language processing by computer. Knowledge-based ~q~rt systems research has
recently achieved a good deal of success and fame.
Language generalion has been divided into two major components by Thompson: a "tactical component", and a "strategiccomponmt". 1 The strategic comlx)nent takes care o~ deciding what to
say and how to say it; the tactical component takes care of the
details of grammar and syntax, such as matching the n u m ~ of the
vcrb to the number of the subject of a sentence, and deciding when
to use a pronoun. Early research in language generation, such as
the work of Goldman-' addressed the tactical proHems. More
recent research, such as the work of bkXeown, 3 Conklin and
McDonald, 4 and Mann and Moore,5 has begun to address the strategic problems.
Goldman wrote a program to s e r e as the gmerafion component of the language understanding system called MARG~F.,
which was designed by Schank and the Artificial Intelligence Project
at Stanford. 6 MARGIE was a langnage understanding system which
could analyze stories, answ~ questions rinsed on them, and paraphrase sentences from them. In MARGIE, linguisticiafca'mation
was mapped into a conceptual representation scheme o~sisting of
a relatively small set of semantic primitives. The o0nceimml
representation scheme provided inlet to Go]dman's program
]~RFJ., which performed the task of selecting w~ds to express the
semantic primitives and organifing them into umtences. BARF'J.
solved many of the tactical problems of language generation.
bkKeown is one of the first language generation researchers
to begin to address strategic processing problems. ~ e has formulated a numb~ d principles for use in the process of generating
relevant answe~ to questions about database structure, l"hese
include strategies such as compare and c0mrast, top.down description, bottom-up description, definition, analogy, and inustraficat
through eaample.
Conklin and McDonald are implemmting a technique for gena'adng v~'bal descriptions of scenes in photographs. Their ~ nioue for strate=dcally planning the oontmt and organization of text
is based on the principle of visual salimce. Objects in a photogaph
are manually ranked according to their vistud salimce, and an
automatic planner formulates message descriptions based on the
ordt~ of salience of objects and thdr rdationships to each other.
"lhe goal of the Knowledge De,livery System, o~ KDS, of
Mann and Moore, is to deliver knowledge extracted from large
knowledge bases packaged in the form of muld-sentance output.
Mann and Nloore considez the major sU'ategic problem of the system to be deciding what to say and what not to say. Thus, after
using a fragment-and-compose process to break the knowledge in
the database into manageable units and reorganize it into meaningfu] messages, They apply a knowledge filt¢ to prevent the system
f~om expressing everything.
All of the above research projectsaddress important and difficult aspects of the text generafi~m problem. "Ihe major characteristic that distinguishes the knowledge-based report generation technique from othex text gm~ra~ion projects is its goal of smiting
directly from the nummc data for its input to the system. All other
text generation systems are designed to start with information that
has been encoded into some knowledge representation formalism
such as a semantic network.

Taeery Undedyin= KnowSedge-nssed Repert Gentratton
"fhe technique of knowledge-based report gen~afion is based
On the premise that a variety of tYl:~ d knowledge are brought to
bear during the process of generating a natural language summary.
]hat knowledge includes both semantic and linguistic knowledge for
the particular domain of disc~rse in which text is being generated.
The notion that a domain of discourse has its own sublanguase is
the first tenet of knowledge-based r q x r t generation. "fhe existmce
of macro-levd knowledge structures for both semantic and linguistic
knowledge is a second tenet.
A sublanguage, as introduced and defined by the linguistZdlig Harris, 13 is a proper subset of the sentences of a language that is
dosed under some or al.1 of the opra'ations defined m the language.
"Ihe most extensive research into the nature of sublanguages has
been done by Kittredge and Lehrberga while working in the area
of ~ e
translafioca.14 By analyzing representative samples of
teats from specialized fields, such as weatha reports, stock r e t ~ s ,
aviation hydraulics marauds, l~armacology re~n~ and others, Kittredge, Lehrbe~ger, and colleagues have identified distinguishing
grammatical traits, such as fTequency of occurrenc= of relative
clauses, verb tense dominance, use of synonyms and hyponyms,
etc., which dMtracterize each sublanguage. The eatmt and usefulness of sublanguage descriptionis clarifiedby Kitla'edge:
Although no sublanguage has been described in all its
details, a rdativdy complete description for the sublanguage of weather reports has led to the design of t~e
first translation system whose output does not have to be
revised. (p. I)14
Not ordy does a sublanguage fircumscribe the linguisticboundaries of a domain of discourse by establishingthe lexicon and del.
ineating the permissible grammatical forms, but it also suggests the
semantic boundaries of the domain of discourse. Again, Kittredge
Ix3int S out:

The lcxical dasses and the hi~archical relations between
the dasses usually reflect the accepted taxonomy which
the specialized field of knowledge imposes on the objects
of its limited domain of discourse. And the c ~ n a tions of lexical classes which are permissible in the sentences of the specialized texts reflect conceivable relallOm beFwee~these objocts. (p. 8) 14
Sub]anguage knowledge of both the semamies and the ]inguis.
tics of a particular domain of discourse is precisely the knowledge
that must be incorporated in a knowledge-based report generator.
Furthermore, it is sublanguage knowledge that provides the constraints that make natural language text generation o0mputationally
feaqble. In short, sublanguage knowledge is a necessary and sufficient condition for natural language t ~ t generation.
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"I'he second tenet of knowledge-l~.A relxm generation, ~hc
existence of macro-level knowledge structures for both semantic and
linguistic knowledge, also contributes to the tom.rational
manageability of a report generator. By macro-level knowledge
smmures is meant highe~.orde~ units d both ummntic and linguistic knowledge, sud~ as phrases rathe~ than words, um~rt~c messages rather than semantic primitives, and a dause-ctm3Hmng rathe~
flum dause~ge~ating grammar.
Joseph Becker first introduced the concept c~ a phrasal le~iam
in 1975:
I suggest flint utterances are formed by the repetition, mtxlificafion, and ctmcatmafion t~ l~eviomlyknown phrases comisfing of m ~ e than one w~d. I
suspect that we speak mostly by stitching together
swatches of te~t that we have heard bef~e; productive
processes have the secondary role ot ~ n f i n g d d
lx~rases to the new situatioa. (p. 70) :5

coml~ning grammar is cognitively economical. But whm oaly a
near match for a message can be found in a speaker's phrasal dictionary, the speaker must downshift into second gear, and either
perform some additional processing or, the phrase to transform it
into the dedred form to match the message, or pe~rform some processing on the message to ~amform it into tree that matches the
phrase. And if not even a near match for a message can be found,
the speaker must down.shift into first gear and tither construct a
l ~ a s e from elementary lexical items, including wt~ds, prdixes,
and suffixes, t~ reconstruct the message.
As currently configured, a knowledge-based text generator
operates only in third gear. Operating ~tclusively in third gear
ix~ses both advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is a
gain in con~tafiona] economy and text quality. Because the units
of processing are linguistically mature whole llrases, the report
generation system can produce flueat text without having the
detailed knowledge needed to ctmstruct mature l~rases from their
elementary comlxments. "l~e inU'insic semantic and linguistic consuaints of ~ e sublanguage make this possible. The main disadvantage of macro-level language generafic~ is that 1he system lacks
mud~ of the flembility of human language gen~'afion capabilities.
A macro-Jevd generator can only generate predefined messages and
lxhrases; it cannot combine messages attributes t~ sub-#trasal
linguistic units (such as wards) in novel ways.
But a knowledge-based reix~ gene~at~ need not be ccafined
to operating in third gear f~ever. Because a knowledge-based
report generator is implemented in an easily modifiable production
system language, it may be viewed as a starting tool for modeling
and extending a a theory of multi-leveled language generation. By
experimenting with additional knowledge, a knowledge-based report
generator ctmld gradually be extendecl to shift into low~ gears, and
to exhibit greater interaction between semantic and linguistic comixments.

l-k goes on to rite e~amples of phrasal l~ical items f~om the text of
his own ardde. They include: " ~ s is not to say that", "to sweep
under the rug", "as (something) should make apparent", (v~'b) rite

un(vcrb)able, and others.
Notice some things alxmt the mu'ies in the phrasal lexicon.
Ftrst, they are not always lite~a]s. Some ea~es omtain variables,
sud~ as "something" in "as (something) should make apparent".
Second, definitions of ghrasal lc~ical items correspond to higher-

c~dcr semantic units, whole messages as opposed to semantic primifives. "I'hird,generating text fram whole phrases requires higherorder grammatical rules, sud~ as clause-combining and dausetransforming rules, as opposed to dauso-comtn~titm rules. These
three rnacro-leve~ constructs, a phrasal ]exiam, a knowledge base of
conceptual messages, and a clausal grammar, make it possible to
implement a computer system that incorporates the semantic and
linguistic knowledge of a sublanguage within a computafionally
manageable framework. "l~ey provide the underlying motivation
for knowledge-based report geae~afion.
The technique of knowledge-based report gene~afitm should
not be construed as an attempt to model human natural language
production. In fact, same of the design constraints are probably
psychologically invalid. For example, as will be discussed shortly, a
knowledge, based report geaerator comists of five independent
sequential modules. Each module performs a separate task, such as
inferring semantic messages, organizing messages inta paragraphs,
and generating linguistic sUings to express those messages. The

Compaa*ntx el' • Knowled~.Based l~port G e m r s t o r
A knowledge-based report-generator is a compmez software
system that makes use of expert-system techniques for representing
the semantic and linguistic knowledge needed to generate fluent
natural language reports from n u m ~ c databases. By expert-system
techniques is meant that the knowledge d a specific domain is
represented in producticm rules, ~ knowledge packets, which recognize patterns ~ind fire appropriate actions. A diffe~mt generator
must be implemeated for each diff~ent report domain, such as the
domains of stock reports, weather reports, <r corporate reports.
"Ibis is necessary because the semantic and linguistic knowledge of
each differmt report domain forms i~ own sublanguage, which
includes conceptual messages, a l~icon, and a grarmnar. "[he control mechanism of a knowledge-based report generator, h~,ever, is
domain independent, and accounts for about twenty pe~ceat tg the
system3..
A lmowledge-besed relx~ generat~ ctmsists d five independear sequential modules: a Fact Gmerat~, a Message Cene~atm, a
Discourse Organizer, a Predicate Text Generator, and a Polished
Text Genefawr. (see Figure 1) Each raodule is a filtez, ie., a program that ___~cept_
s some input, perfon'as some process ca it, and
produces some output, all without any interaction with a us~ c~
another program. "the input to the first module is data fi'om the
numeric database; the input to each su~equem module is the ouq~t
of the preceding module; the OUtlet d the final module is ~he finished report. There is no human intervention from the time the
numeric data is fed into the system umil ll~e time the finished
report is turned out. In the following description of the function of
each of the five modules, e~.amples are drawn from the Stock
Report Caenerator which is partially implemented.
The first module, the Fact Generator, performs the simple
task of extracting data from the numeric database and computing
relevant statistics. For example, dosing averages are extracted for
all stocks, and directions and degrees of d~nge are computed, as
are averages for groups of stocks such as dls, retails, auto stocks,
etc. The output of the first module is a set of facts which represeat
file pertinent statistics for the report period.

modules operate sequentially and there is no feedback or backup
processing. The report generator was designed with independent
sequential modules for ~e sake of computational manageatility,
and it probably does not reflectthe way people generate and organize text. "l~aereis some evidence that people generate and ~ganize
verbal speech in such a sequential, fight-branching fashion, brayever. Verbal speech occasionally ¢~ttains s¢=ttences that are
aborted or syntactically redirected in mid-stream __bevause the
speaker either finds himself at a dead-end t~ ctmceives t~ a better
way to complete a thought. This l~henomencm is called anacoluthia.
Despite the fact that a knowledge-based text generator incorporates some design comU'ainls that negate i~ psychological validity
as a model of language generation, the tedmique may be viewed as
a first step towards a general theory d language generation. In
particular, the two fundamental tene1~ d fl~e technique, the need
for domain-specific sublanguage knowledge, and the use of macro-

level structures and processes, im'obably are psychologically valid,
and they must be accounted for by a Schemed thcory d language
generation.
I propose that a general theory of language processing must
view language generation as a mult/-]evel process, "lhe metaphor of
shifting gears while driving a car Irovides a useful analogy for
understanding multi-level language i~ocessing. Just as driving in
third gear makes the most efficient use ~ an automotile's
resources, so also does generating language in third gear make most
effident use of human information processing resources. That is,
matching whole messages to whole lttrases and applyin8 a clause248

importance values. ']'h~e will be ezcepaom m wl-actl an tmusum
event, such as the Dow Jones average hitting a record high, wflI be
given top ~ l / n g outside its to~c paragraph. The OUtlYat of the
Discourse Organize~ is a set of priodtized semantic messages.
Priodtized conceptual messages form the input W phase four,
the Predicate Text Generator. This module performs the most complicated processing. Its task is to map ¢xmceptual messages into
predicate text which has the structure and content of fluent text
with only the choice of lez/cal subject, and consequently verb
number ending, left unresolved. It ~mmplishes this by sdeo/ng an
appropriate phrase from the i~rasal dictionary, deciding on an
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appropriate syntactic form for the #vase, mdh as umteme, relative
dame, or pregosifional l~hrase, sad ¢omhining the phrase with
foregoing phrases to form mature, (i.e.,complex) grammatical amfences. If more than one phrase matches the conceptual message,
the Predicate Text Generator makes use of rhetoric rules governing
such things as s~tence length to select from among them. If more
than one syntactic form is available, it makes use of rhetoric
knowledge governing such things as use of varied synt~ to select
an acceptable syntactic form. The Predicate Tern Generator incorporates a d a u s e - ~
l¢'ammar to transform I~rases into
mature sentences. All of the knowledge of the Pred/cate Text Generator is embod/ed in production rules.
Finally, the fifth module, the Polished Tezt C,ene~ator, takes
the pred/cate phrases generated by the fourth module, and converts
thera to polished text by performing such t~¢k¢ as choosing
appropriate l~ical subjects,such as nouns, pronouns, or nothing in
the case of ellided subjects, and selecting the s/ngular of plural version of the verb as appropriate. The output of module five is the
fluent natural language report.
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Implementing • Knowledge.Based R e p ~ Gen~atar
Because the system must be instilled with a great deal of
domain-spedfic semantic and linguistic knowledge, the task of
implementing of a knc~vledge-based report generator is neither
quick nor automatic. Using the shdl of a knowledge-based relxn-t
generator from another domain will reduce the amotmt of implementalion effort required, but the steps remain the same. "I~ey
include the following:
1) Analyze a sample of manually generated reports to
identify the phrasal units and syntactic forms of the sublanguage

ir

2) Analyze the same representative sample of manually
generated reports to identify the message de~ses and
semantic attr/butes of the sub]anguage

Hgure I

3) for a subset of selnamic messages, begin building
both subject and predicate phrasal dictionaries incorporating the semantic messages and syntactic forms of
the sublanguage

The goal of the second module, the Message Generator, is to
instantiate lx~enfial messages by drawing semantic inferences from
the facts. Potmtial messages are represented by omceptual message templates. Inferences are drawn by p r ~ o n
rules that
recognize pa'cterns in the facts, and messages are instantiated when
recognized patterns fire actions that assign values to the attributes
of message templates. The output of the Message Generator is a
set of semantic messages that reflect the significant events for the
relxrt period. For example, a message template indicating the dosing status of the market, its direction, degree, and scope of d~nge,
wi~ always be instanfiated. One or more message templates incll.
caring interestingevents during the day, such as sudden surges or
pluages, or record high or low prices,may be instantiated.
Module tkree is the Discourse Organizer, whose task is to
determine the order in which messages are to be expressed. Th/s
task calls for discourse structure knowledge, which is again
represented by production rules. Discourse structure rules assign
both topic imlxrtance values and message importance values to
messages. Then they ~ u t e
priority values for messages as a
function of topic importance and message importance. Rtmghly, all
messages of the same to#c w/If be grouped into a single paragraph,
and messages will be o~clered within paragraphs aoc~ding to their

4) for the same subset of semantic messages, create the
knowledge packets (production rules) for generating
relevant facts
5) for the same subset of semantic messages, create the

knowledge i~ckets (producti~ rules) for instantiatin8
messages
6) for the same subset of semantic messages, modify the
knowledge packets (prcx~-~on ~es) for organian8
discourse
7) for the same subset of semantic messages, modify the
knowledge packets (production rules) for generaling

predicate text
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8) for the same subset of semantic messages, modify me
knowledge packets (produ~on rules) for generating polished text

Expe~ Systems Come of Age," Byte,pp. 238-281 (September
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9) reiterate steps 3 through 9 for all semantic messages
F.,xpefl Status
Despite the fact that a knowledge-based report generator is
implemented in expert system software, it does not necessarily follow that it is an expert system. A knowledge-based report ganerat ~ incorporates only as mud1 knowledge as its implen~tc¢ insfiJls
in it. For the purpose of generating sumnuu'y and highlight reports,
only general knowledge, as opp~ed to expert Imowledge, is
required of the system. So for example, a stfr.k report generator
cottld not "take a position" on a stock, or advise a dient about when
to sell short.
1-13wever, because the knowledge in a knowledge-based reix3~
generator is easily modified and augmented, there is nothing to preclude the system from being gradually upgraded into an expert. In
the case of the stock report generator, for example, the Fact Generator module might be up~aded to perform duster analyses, to
chart cycles, and to detect trends. If the remaining modvJcs were
to be imbued with the appropriate sefnantic messages and technical
jargon, the system might be converted into a tedmical analyst, i.e.,
a particular type of stock market ezpert.
Alternatively, the stock report generator could be modified to
Woduce reports tailored to individual or COrlxJrate interests by
closely watching particular stocks or groups of stocks. Or "timely"
reports might be produced by having the system prompt the user at
start up ~ for names of corapanies in the news.
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